Learn with the Learning Community!
Follow our new blog at:
lcrcweb.com
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National Poverty Trends Session 5:
The Changing Structure of the US Economy
and How It Shapes Your Local One

December 1, 2016
Jim Masters CCAP, NCRT – Center for Community Futures
Allen Stansbury, Senior Associate – Center for Community Futures
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Purpose: To analyze Community Action
outcomes and identify effective, promising and
innovative practice models that alleviate the
causes and conditions of poverty.
BUILD OUR CAPACITY TO FIGHT POVERTY!
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Anti-Poverty Work

The “Heart” of Who We Are
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As a network, we must be focused on the
“right” issues to address poverty today. We
have to be in-tuned with these issues and
reflect on and CREATE strategies that have
Impact.
—Jeannie Chaffin
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The Promise of Community Action
Community Action changes people’s lives,
embodies the spirit of hope,
improves communities, and
makes America a better place to live.
We care about the entire community and
we are dedicated to helping people
help themselves and each other.
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The National Webinar Series
Focuses on themes related to the specific
anti-poverty approaches and is a way to
showcase innovative strategies to the
broader CSBG network.
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We Invite You to Join Our New
Poverty Trends Affinity Group

Photo Credit: Photo Credit: Catholic Campaign For Human Development

The National Poverty Trends LCG is pleased to offer to interested agencies the opportunity to participate in a
new affinity group. This affinity group will focus on using national trend information to better understand
why tens of millions of people nationally can no longer earn a living - and exactly how these trends relate to
your local area.
The affinity group will explore the causes of the poverty condition: "lack of full-time jobs that pay a decent
wage". Every CAA should be collecting detailed information about the changes in the types of jobs in their area
and getting information about how the economy operates at the local and state level is crucial to
understanding what is happening with jobs in your area

Sign up now and stay tuned for a taste of what you can expect from being a part of
this group!
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NLC Webinar Agenda
•
•
•
•
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Welcome and Introductions
Technology Overview
Your role
Session 5 Topic areas
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Your Role
•
•
•
•
•
•

Participate in the Web Meetings
Complete the Readings
Provide Input and Feedback
Be Involved
Share What Your Learn
Offer Suggestions on Next Steps for the
Network
• Other
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Changing US Economic Structure: Topics
1. Jobs lost to technology
2. Jobs sent overseas – globalization
3. Men who have dropped out of the workforce -- 10 million
nationally
4. People working full-time but still below the poverty line
5. People working part-time who would like to work full time
6. People in jobs with no benefits or retirement plan -- almost half
of people being hired in the past ten years are 1099 workers
instead of W-2 workers
7. People in temporary jobs – mostly women and minorities
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Changing US Economic Structure:
Topics Continued
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
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College graduates got over 90% of the jobs since 2009 – people with
high school diplomas or less had a net decrease of almost a million jobs
Wage trends for men are down
Wages have failed to keep up with inflation – for 30 years
Business practices and government policies that permit, encourage or
even require this restructuring of the economy
Family formation and family structure issues that are related to work
opportunities
The prevalence of drug and alcohol addiction in America and impact on
society and the economy
How these shape your local economy, jobs formation and poverty and
where to find data resources
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By The Number, in Trillions
•
•
•
•

$80+ Trillion – Household net worth
$16.8 Trillion – 2013 Total US GDP
$4.18 Trillion – Excess reserves & overseas deposits
$1.5 Trillion – Sales of top 50 US retailers (10% GDP)

•
•
•
•
•

$15 Trillion – Current US household debt
$8.4 Trillion – Mortgage debt
$1.2 Trillion – Student loan debt
$854.2 billion - Credit card debt
$987 billion - Auto loan debt
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GDP Economic Sectors
#1 Driver of the US Economy
is Personal Consumption

2013 US GDP Sectors
Personal consumption expenditures..
Gross private domestic investment..
Government expenditures

• Personal Consumption = 67%
• Government expenditures = 18%
• Investment = 15%

18%

15%
67%

•
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Trade figures are not shown – see next slide for details.
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US Jobs lost to Technology
•

America has lost more than 7 million factory
jobs since manufacturing employment
peaked in 1979.
–

–

•

Yet American factory production, minus raw
materials and some other costs, more than
doubled over the same span to $1.91 trillion
last year, according to the Commerce
Department, which uses 2009 dollars to adjust
for inflation.
• That's a notch below the record set on
the eve of the Great Recession in 2007.
It makes U.S. manufacturers No. 2 in the world
behind China.

The Boston Consulting Group predicts that
investment in industrial robots will grow 10
percent a year in the 25-biggest export
nations through 2025, up from 2- 3% growth
in recent years.
–

Robots will shrink labor costs 22% in the
United States, 25% in Japan and 33% in South
Korea

Associated Press 11-2-16 http://www.wflx.com/story/33598143/many-usa-factory-jobs-lost-to-technology
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In the US more jobs were lost to
technology than trade
• According to a report from Ball State
University, the U.S. has lost 5 million
factory jobs since 2000.
– World trade has claimed production jobs –
in particular when China joined the World
Trade Organization in 2001.
– There was no downturn in U.S.
manufacturing output, instead U.S.
production has been growing over the last
decades.
– From 2006 to 2013, “manufacturing grew
by 17.6%, roughly 2.2% per year.”
– The study reports that trade accounted for
13% of the lost U.S. factory jobs, but 88%
of the jobs were taken by robots and other
factors at home.

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/515926/how-technology-is-destroying-jobs/
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Job trends 1940-2000’s

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/515926/how-technology-is-destroying-jobs/
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Future Jobs – Pew Research survey results
A majority of Americans
predict that within 50 years,
robots and computers will
do much of the work
currently done by humans –

but few workers expect their
own jobs or professions to
experience substantial
impacts.

http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/03/10/public-predictions-for-the-future-of-workforce-automation/
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Unemployment and Import Trends
1960-2007

http://faculty.chicagobooth.edu/ralph.ossa/course%20materials/Lec%205b%20-%20Trade%20and%20jobs.pdf
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US Jobs Lost to International Trade with China

http://www.economist.com/news/united-states/21695855-americas-economy-benefits-hugely-trade-its-costs-have-been-amplified-policy
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Part-time and Unemployed Trends
1995-2015

http://stateofworkingamerica.org/charts/number-of-underemployed/
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Participation Rate 1950-2016
Recessions

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=bFm4
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Trend in Labor Force Participation Rate
•

In 1964 male high-school graduates
were about as likely to be in the
workforce as college-educated men,
– Now only 83% of those with a highschool degree or less are in the
workforce
– Against 94% of those who finished
college.

• This mirrors a growing divergence in
wages. In the mid-1960s the pay of
less educated men averaged 80% of
college-educated ones,
– By 2014 that proportion had fallen to
60%.

https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/page/files/20160620_primeage_male_lfp_cea.pdf
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Downward Trends of Workforce Participation Rates
• More than a third of
inactive men live in
poverty
• Less than a quarter
have a working spouse.
•

The most obvious explanation
is a fall in demand for lessskilled men.
– That in turn is partly linked
to a long-term decline in
manufacturing, whose
share of the jobs market
peaked in the days when
almost all prime-age men
worked.
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/page/files/20160620_primeage_male_lfp_cea.pdf
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Men at Work or Looking
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http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-labor-force-men-20161121-story.html
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TODAY: 7 Million Men are Not at Work
REASONS:
•

•

•

•
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Economists said increased
globalization and the decline in
factory jobs has played a major role
in pushing prime-aged men,
particularly those with less
education, out of the workforce.
Prime-age American men outside
the labor force are spending more
time playing video games, making
leisure time more enjoyable.
About half are in so much pain
from physical maladies that they
take daily medication for it, making
holding a job difficult.
Many have served time in our jails
giving employers a reason not to
recruit from this pool.

http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-laborforce-men-20161121-story.html
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US Trade and Commerce
Rising exports have supported 11.3 million jobs in
2013, up 1.6 million since 2009 .
•
•
•

This is the greatest number of jobs supported by
exports for the period 1993-2013.
In 2013, every billion dollars of U.S. exports
supported 5,590 jobs
Increases in jobs supported by goods exports account
for approximately two-thirds of the total 1.6 million
gains in jobs supported by exports since 2009.

The number of jobs supported by service exports
has been increasing since 1993
• Exported services supported 2.8 million jobs,
or 27 %, of all jobs supported by exports
• Of the 2.8 million jobs, 0.9 million, or 32 %
were in professional and business services
While rising trade deficits are often associated with
employment, particularly concerns over a loss of
jobs, the overall expansion of trade and commerce
continues to add jobs in both directions.
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People Working Full-Time but Still
Below the Poverty Line (2014)
•

The majority of the people who live below the poverty
level do not work, but this includes children, the elderly
and the disabled poor.
•

•

Among the poor between ages 18 and 64 who are not
disabled or in school in 2014, 51.8 percent worked for
part of the previous year.
–

•

According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, about 9.5
million of people who spent at least 27 weeks in the labor
force were poor. That year, the working poor comprised 6.3
percent of all individuals in the labor force.

However, only 25.2 percent of these “able-bodied” poor
worked more than 50 weeks.

In 2014, the working poor as a fraction of all people in the
labor force for 27 weeks or more were:
– 11.7% Black, 11.7% Hispanic/Latino, 5.5% White,
4.3% Asian
– 7.2% women, 5.5% men
– 18.3% with less than a high school diploma
– 8.3% high school graduates with no college
education
– 2% with a bachelor’s degree or higher

http://poverty.ucdavis.edu/faq/who-are-working-poor-america
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Income
Trends
19672015

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/14/business/economy/americas-inequality-problem-real-income-gains-are-brief-and-hard-to-find.html?ref=international&_r=0
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US Poverty and Income Trends 1990-2015
• In 2015 lower-income households
saw the largest income gains in
percentage terms.
• Real household incomes rose 7.9 %
for households in the 10th
percentile and
• 6.3 % increase for those in the 20th
percentile.
– By contrast, the increase was only
2.9 % for those households in the
90th percentile.

• The increase in median income
outpaced average income, which
rose 4.5 percent to $79,263.
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/14/business/economy/us-census-household-income-poverty-wealth-2015.html?_r=0
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Income Gains 1947 to 1979 vs
Income losses 1980-2009
• 1947-1979 Government
policies benefiting
growing middle class
• 1980 to now Government
policies changes
benefiting business and
investors
– Business Regulations
– Taxes
– Fiscal Policies
31

Wage Trends in the US 1929-2012
(Source: Saez and Piketty, UC Berkeley, The Economist 9-2013)
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Wealth Trends in the US 1913-2009
1918 and 1933, 1981 to now:
• Greater concentration of
wealth, while
• Slow growth slowed
• Median wages stagnated
and
• Then 2 major downturns
(19229-32, 2007-2009)
It’s no mere coincidence that
over the last century the top
earners’ share of the nation’s
total income peaked in 1928
and 2007 — the two years just
preceding the biggest
downturns.
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Growth of Debt and Women in the
Workforce 1947-2009
Women in the work force grew:
• 1960s 12 % of married
women with young children
• Late 1990s, 55 % women in
the workforce
Meanwhile Americans went
deeper into debt:
• From the late 1990s to 2007,
the typical household debt
grew by a third.
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Business Practices that Permit, Encourage or even
Require Restructuring of the Economy
• Stagnating wages
• Keeping profits for investors and manager
• keeping money in the bank instead of sharing with workers
• Reduction in pensions and health care
• Sending jobs overseas – outsourcing
• Putting short-term profits in front of societal health alternatively
Henry Ford paid his workers to earn enough to buy his cars
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Business Practices Continued
• Automation to replace workers
• Shifting jobs to part time
• Wage theft
• Opposition to overtime

• No paid family leave, child care
• Temp jobs replacing permanent positions
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Government Policies that Permit, Encourage or
even Require Restructuring of the Economy
• Do not support increases in the minimum wage
• Support tax policies that seeks income inequality
• Failure to provide adequate transition to workers who lost their jobs to
automation, globalization
• Opposed policies that assist families, i.e. family leave maternity leave, sick
leave
• Allow companies to reclassify workers to contract (1099 instead of W-2)
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% of workers with Access to Medical and
Retirement Benefits (2012)
• 76 % of workers in management,
professional and related occupations
have access to both retirement and
medical benefits
– In service occupations, only 30 % have
access to both benefits,
– Whereas nearly half (49 %) have no
access to either benefit.

• In 2009, 43 % of service workers did
not have access to either medical or
retirement benefits;
– March 2012, that figure had risen to
49%.

http://www.bls.gov/opub/btn/volume-2/retirement-and-medical-benefits-who-has-both.htm
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% of Full and Part-time Workers with Access to
Medical and Retirement Benefits

http://www.bls.gov/opub/btn/volume-2/retirement-and-medical-benefits-who-has-both.htm
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Employed workers with no benefits or
retirement plan
•
•
•

•

•

15 million people were self-employed in
2015, or 10.1 percent of all U.S. workers
Meaning, most of these workers were not
paid benefits and retirement
The self-employment rate—the
proportion of total employment made up
of self-employed workers—has trended
down over the past two decades.
In 1994, the self-employment rate was
12.1 percent; by 2015, the rate had
declined to 10.1 percent. From 1994 to
2015, the unincorporated selfemployment rate fell from 8.7 percent to
6.4 percent.
Self-employment rates are higher for
older workers than for younger workers

http://www.bls.gov/spotlight/2016/self-employment-in-the-united-states/home.htm
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Inflation in the US Economy
• Rates during the 1960’s were a
low 2-3% annual inflation
• Rates in late 70’s early 80’s were
above 10%,
• During the mid-80’s inflation was
a manageable 3-4%
• 2005-14 ranges 1-3% resulting in
stagflation
• CPI (consumer price index where
in 1982 = 1.00)

Annual CPI 1965 to 2014
source: www.inflationdata.com
250
237
218.056
200

195.3
172.2
152.4

150
130.7
107.6
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– 1964 stood at .31 and 2014 CPI is
about 237

82.4
53.8

50
31.5

A bag of groceries purchased in
1964 for about $3 is now $23
41
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Family Development and Family Structure Issues
Related to Work Opportunities
• Failure to provide two incomes in a household with children
• Failure to plan for children – family planning
• Abuse of disability system
• Rising Drug and Alcohol addiction
• Inability to save and manage family finances
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The Prevalence of Drug and Alcohol
Addiction in America
• In 2012 40 Million Americans
Addicted to Cigarettes,
Alcohol or Drugs
– About 16 percent of Americans
aged 12 and older are hooked
– Another 80 million people -- 32
% of the population -- are
"risky" substance users,
defined as using substances in
a way that threatens health
and safety.

https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/drugfacts/nationwide-trends
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Social and Economic Cost of Addiction
According to the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) and
the Surgeon General’s office illegal drug use costs society:
• $181 billion a year in combined expenditures for health care,
enforcement of drug laws, crimes committed by addicts and
abusers, lost productivity, and jail and prison facilities for drug
offenders.
• Alcohol abuse and addiction have a social cost of roughly
$185 billion a year,
• Tobacco addiction has a social cost of roughly $193 billion a
year.
• When combined, the costs for these three categories of use
equal about $559 billion per year.
https://www.recoveryranch.com/articles/news/financial-costs-of-addiction/
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Impact on Poverty
• Addiction has a disproportionately heavy cost in low-income households,
where budgets rarely allow for any form of lost income.
– At the poverty level, even a one-pack-a-day cigarette habit can consume
fully 10 percent of a family’s entire monthly budget.

• Users of hardcore drugs can easily spend more than half of their available
income supporting their habits.
• Addiction can also help trap future generations of a family in a cycle of
poverty. For instance, many children of substance abusers or addicts strive
to emulate their parents’ behavior and either develop addictive
relationships to the same substances or develop similar relationships to a
different substance.
– In poor families, this adoption of parents’ behavior can also include
emulation of inadequate money management skills, lack of an adequate
education, and lack of access to the opportunities that typically come with
higher income and a higher educational status.
https://www.recoveryranch.com/articles/news/financial-costs-of-addiction/
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50 Years Growth of US Debt
• June 30, 1963: $311 billion debt- 45%
of GDP
• 1982: $1 Trillion debt - 34% of GDP
• January 20, 2001: the last day of the
Clinton Whitehouse, deficit =$5.277
trillion - 55% of GDP.
• January 21, 2008: the first day of the
Obama administration Deficit= $9.191
trillion - 68% of GDP
• 2001-2010: the cause of the national
debt was directly because of
– Tax cuts
– Two wars (Iraq and Afghanistan)
– Nearly $2 Trillion to fund TARP and the
economic stimulus
46
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Growth of Consumer Debt
•

•

Today’s household net worth is at
$80.664 trillion, up from nearly $50
trillion 10 years before in 2003.
Household debt was $13 trillion of this:
– $854.2 billion in credit card debt
– $8.15 trillion in mortgages
– $1.115 billion in student loans, an
increase of 13.9% from 2012

•

June 2007 to March 2009 Households
lost $19.4 trillion (in 2010 dollars) in
wealth
– May 2012 highest peak “deeply
underwater” homes at 12.9 million
trending down to 9.3 million homes
underwater EOY 2013
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Consequences of Large Debt Load
At the end of 2013 annual interest on debt was $441 billion. Billions
spent on interest on the debt makes it difficult to finance public services
such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Education,
Public safety
Transportation
Maintaining Utilities and Infrastructure
Maintaining entitlements such as social security and Medicare or unemployment
insurance are at risk.
Programs financed by the federal government are also at risk:
– CSBG
– CDBG
– Weatherization and energy payments
– Senior day-care centers
– Head Start and infant day-care, to name a few

Reader Page 14

2007-09 Recession Recovery
#1 reason for lack of
job creation
• 4.18 Trillion currently in Cash
Deposits and growing
– $2.58 Trillion sitting in US
Banks (see FRED chart)
• Huge deposits began in 2009
• Before it was never more than $1 to $1.5
billion

– $1.6 Trillion corporate
deposits in off-shore banks
• Mostly to avoid US corporate taxes or
• Acquisitions of start-ups and competitors
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Declining Business and Job Creation
A Brookings Institute study published in May 2014 has found that:
•

•
•
•
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From 1978 to 2007 at the start of the great global recession there were more new businesses than those that
dissolved.
However, overall, new businesses creation declined by about half from 1978 to 2011
Now, the American economy is less entrepreneurial now than at any point in the last three decades.
Three years after the global recession (2009-2011) businesses were collapsing faster than they were being
formed

Reader Pages 15
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Poverty and the US Economy
• Poverty rates decline from
its high in 1959, on the
upswing since 2005
• In 1969 the official
government rate was
13.7%.
• In 1989 it was at 13.1%
• In 2009 with the slide of the
middle class into poverty
the rate was at 15%
• 2011 the poverty rate for
women in 2011 was 16.9%
and for children over 20%.
51
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Poverty Has Become Mainstream
•

•

•

•
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Nearly 40 % of Americans between the
ages of 25 and 60 will experience at
least one year below the official poverty
line during that period ($23,492 for a
family of four)
54 % will spend a year in poverty or
near poverty (below 150 %of the
poverty line).
If related conditions like welfare use,
near-poverty and unemployment were
added, four out of five Americans will
encounter one or more of these events.
Half of all American children will at
some point during their childhood
reside in a household that uses food
stamps for a period of time.
Reader New Material

Source: Wall Street Journal

Declining Upward Mobility

•

What was once thought that over
80% of sons of fathers born in the US
moved up the ladder, now it is far
less, now 34% believe this.
65 % born in the bottom fifth stay in
the bottom two-fifths.

•

– Once it was thought that 20% of success
was based upon family inheritance
being passed from one generation to
the next.
– Today studies have found that it is the
other way around, inheritance is the
basis for success

•

There is greater opportunity for
upward mobility in many other
countries
– Educational and wage and mobility is
greater in Denmark, Australia, Norway,
Finland, Canada, Sweden and Germany

Source: Oxfam Survey - Perception of Economic Mobility
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Transitioning In and Out of Poverty
Findings of the Urban Institute September 2009 Report on Poverty
• Significant numbers of people move into poverty throughout their lives.
• The likelihood of becoming poor is higher for blacks, Hispanics, those in
households headed by women, and those with lower levels of education.
• On average, poor individuals have a one in three chance of escaping
poverty in any given year
• Roughly half of those who get out of poverty will become poor again
within five years.
• Most people who become poor do not spend a long time in poverty
• Blacks, Hispanics, households headed by women, and those with limited
education spend more time in poverty than other groups.
• Job losses or pay cuts most often trigger poverty spells.
• Job gains and pay raises most often lift a household out of poverty.
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Upward Mobility in the 50 Largest Metro Areas
Comparing the Top 10 and the Bottom 10 Areas
Odds of Reaching Top 5th
Rank

Location

Odds of Reaching Top 5th
Rank

Location

Starting from Bottom Fifth

Starting from Bottom Fifth

1

San Jose, CA

12.90%

41

Cleveland, OH

5.10%

2

San Francisco, CA

12.20%

42

St. Louis, MO

5.10%

3

Washington DC, DC

11.00%

43

Raleigh, NC

5.00%

4

Seattle, WA

10.90%

44

Jacksonville, FL

4.90%

5

Salt Lake City, UT

10.80%

45

Columbus, OH

4.90%

6

New York, NY

10.50%

46

Indianapolis, IN

4.90%

7

Boston, MA

10.50%

47

Dayton, OH

4.90%

8

San Diego, CA

10.40%

48

Atlanta, GA

4.50%

9

Newark, NJ

10.20%

49

Milwaukee, WI

4.50%

10

Manchester, NH

10.00%

50

Charlotte, NC

4.40%

Source: NBER-Where Is The Land Of Opportunity? The Geography Of Intergenerational Mobility In The United States
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Jobs situation in your community
• To participate in the effort over the next year
to more fully describe the details of the job
situation in your community, with guidance
and assistance from Jim Masters and Allen
Stansbury,
• Please contact us by e-mail to
hmckinley@communityactionpartnership.co
m and copy jmasters@cencomfut.com
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Q&A
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Additional Resources on
Trends in Poverty and the US Economy

Please visit our Blog Site
Decline of the US Middle Class, America’s New Working
Poor
Recommended Postings on the US Economy:
• 87. The Continuing Squeeze of the US Middle Class
• 86. Reframing the War on Poverty
• 83. Tax Inequity and America’s Working Poor
• 75. Decline of the US Middle Class Adversely Impacts the
Business World
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National Webinar Series
The Importance of Trauma Informed Approaches to Two-Generation Programs
December 9, 2016 2 pm ET
Despite a vast amount of progress that has been made on the federal, state, and
local levels, there are still large gaps between recognizing the importance of a
two-generation approach and why a trauma-informed approach is critical to this
framework. Many of the current policy discussions are now focusing on potential
steps to better bridge these gaps. This webinar will provide an overview of the
current research on adverse childhood experiences and toxic stress and why it is
critical to incorporate this knowledge in a two-generational approach.
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National Webinar Series
Understanding Racial Bias and Its Impact
December 19, 2016 2 pm ET
The purpose of this webinar is to examine the concept of white privilege and the role
it plays in the racial divisions that continue to plague us. Presented by Michael
Wenger, the webinar will utilize stories from his book, My Black Family, My White
Privilege: A White Man's Journey Through the Nation's Racial Minefield, to illustrate
how white skin privilege manifests itself in our daily lives and how we can recognize
and address it. Mr. Wenger, who teaches about race relations and institutional racism
at the George Washington University, has served as a Community Action Association
Executive Director in southern West Virginia, and he was Deputy Director for
Outreach and Program Development for President Bill Clinton's Initiative on Race.
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National Webinar Series
Learning With the Learning Community
January 5, 2017* (Updated from December 13, 2016 2 pm ET)
Alleviating the causes and conditions of poverty is the "heart" of what
Community Action does. Because the needs of low income families are ever
evolving, Community Action approaches to eradicating poverty must be
adaptive, innovative and impactful. Attend this webinar event for an opportunity
to explore emerging anti-poverty approaches from the perspective of
participating agencies and also learn about how their agencies can engage with
the Partnership's Learning Community to build capacity to fight poverty
effectively.
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Please Give Us Your Feedback!
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r
/PovTrends5
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Learning Community
Mid-Point Evaluation Survey

It's that time again! Now that we have transitioned into Year 2 of our cohort,
we would love to hear your thoughts about the progress that your agency has
made along the way. Please take a few moments to fill out our survey to
provide us with a better picture of your growth as an agency and steps that
can be taken to make the Learning Community more impactful.

Please share your thoughts with us!
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LCRC Staff Contact Info:
Tiffney Marley, CCAP, NCRT, Project Director
tmarley@communityactionpartnership.com
Jarle Crocker, PhD, Director of Training and Technical Assistance
jcrocker@communityactionpartnership.com
Hyacinth McKinley, Program Associate
hmckinley@communityactionpartnership.com

This presentation was created by the National Association of Community Action Agencies – Community Action Partnership, in the performance of the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services, Administration for Children and Families, Office of Community Services Grant Number, 90ET0452. Any opinion, findings, and
conclusions, or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, Administration for Children and Families.
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Learn with the Learning Community!
Follow our new blog at:
lcrcweb.com
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